This note shows how to generalize to arbitrary dimensions the result of S.B. Myers that the cut locus in a real analytic Riemannian surface is triangulable. The basic tool is Hironaka's theory of subanalytic sets.
In 1935 and 1936 there appeared in the Duke Mathematical Journal two interesting papers by Sumner B. Myers [3] , [4] on the cut locus for a Riemannian manifold. He determined completely the local structure of the cut locus on a two-dimensional real analytic manifold. It turned out that for compact real analytic surfaces the cut locus is a one-dimensional finite simplicial complex. On the other hand in [4] he remarks that "it seems difficult to prove that the locus in the analytic «-dimensional case is homeomorphic to a finite (« -l)-dimensional complex". The argument that follows will establish this conjecture.
On the one hand we have Hironaka's theory [1] , [2] of subanalytic sets which he proved to be triangulable. On the other hand Morse theory gives us a characterization of the cut locus in terms of the behavior of an analytic function on an analytic manifold fibered over the given manifold (the "energy function"). It seemed reasonable then to try to prove the cut locus is subanalytic. This is what the following argument establishes by rather simple reasoning.
Let M be a compact analytic Riemannian manifold. Let p E M. If y is a geodesic parametrized by arclength such that y(0) = p then the cut point of (M,p) along y is defined to be the first point y(t0) (t0 > 0) such that for t > í0, y no longer minimizes arclength from/7 to y(t). The set of all such cut points as y varies over all possible geodesies from p is denoted C(p).
It is standard that C(p) is characterized by C(p) = {x E M\ either x is the first conjugate point on a length minimizing geodesic starting at p and going through x or there are at least two length minimizing geodesies from/» to x} [6] .
Let Sl(M) be the space of piecewise analytic paths starting at p and let E: fí(M) -* R (the energy function) be defined by E(y) = $ \\dy(t)/dtfdt (where we assume now that all paths are parametrized by the unit interval). Choose e > 0 so that whenever d(x, y) < e there is a unique geodesic from x to y of length < e and so that the geodesic depends analytically on the At this point we need some facts about subanalytic sets (the basic reference being Hironaka [1] ). Recall that if (X,9X) is a real analytic space (9X is the structure sheaf) then A C X is subanalytic if we can find real analytic spaces Vy(i = I,... ,k,j = 1,2) and proper real analytic maps gyi V{), -» X such that A = Uf_i{g,i(^i) _ Sai^a)}-We wish to make use of the basic fact that the proper real analytic image of a subanalytic set is subanalytic. Although we will not necessarily be dealing with proper real analytic maps, we have the following substitute: Let/: (X, 0X)->(Y, 9Y) be a real analytic map between real analytic spaces where X is paracompact and suppose A c X is subanalytic and relatively compact; then f (A) is subanalytic. To see this note that Hironaka proves that if A c X is subanalytic and X is paracompact there is a single real analytic space ( V, 9V) and a proper real analytic map g such that g(V) = A (the closure of A). By compactness of A and properness of g it follows that / ° g is proper. Moreover g~l(A) is subanalytic so/ ° g(g-104)) = /04) is subanalytic.
Let /?j denote projection of Bs xM Bs on the first factor. We then obtain, in view of the above remarks, that/jj (V fl (Bt XM Bt)) is subanalytic in Bs. (Here we are using the fact that semianalytic sets are subanalytic.) The set px(V D (Bt XM Bt)) consists of broken geodesic paths starting at p, having energy less than t, and for which there is another such path with the same endpoints and yet smaller energy. If bx E px(V n (B, XM Bt)) then there is some point b2 E Bt in ir~l(ir(bx)) n Bt with E(b2) < E(bx). Hence the complement of px(V D (Bt XM Bt)) in Bt consists of those points b E B, such that E\ir~l(tT(b)) is minimum at b relative to m~ (77(e)) n Br But since (diameter M)2 < t we have that this complement consists exactly of p = {b E Bs\E\'n~l('ïï(b)) is minimum at b). This set u is thus a subanalytic subset of Bs.
The subset p xM u C Bs XM Bs is easily seen to be subanalytic. The diagonal of Bs xM Bs, which we denote by A, is subanalytic. It follows that u XM u -A is subanalytic. As it is relatively compact (the energy of any minimum must be < (diameter M)2 < s) we observe that
is subanalytic in M, where tt X Mit is the map from BSXMBS^> M determined by it. This set is precisely the set of x E M such that E\tt~1(x) has at least two minima. Since 7r is a submersion and u is relatively compact it follows that u is covered by a finite number of local products Ux, U2, ..., Uk, i. has rank < q) is semianalytic. We view f( as a subset of U¡ and obtain a semianalytic subset f, n p in U¡. These {£• D u} piece together to give a semianalytic set in Bs (observe that the rank of the Hessian is invariantly defined at a critical point). Finally because the U,-(Ç-n p) is License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use relatively compact in Bs we obtain tt( U,(f, D u)) is subanalytic in M. But this set is precisely the set {x E M\ E\tr~x(x) has a degenerate minimum}. We may now conclude that the cut locus itself is subanalytic.
